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De Facto Federalism in China
Reforms and Dynamics of Central-local Relations
World Scientiﬁc Arilyn. Danilo. Liriel. Cunningham. A collection of stories drawn from the pages of over a decade's worth of Forgotten Realms anthologies, plus new surprises in
three previously unpublished stories from one of the deﬁning voices of this great fantasy setting!

Assessing the Balance of Power in Central-local Relations in China
How do we understand the evolution of central-local relations in China during the reform period? This book addresses this question by focusing on eight separate issues in which the
central-local relationship has been especially salient ¿ government ﬁnance, investment control, regional development, administrative zoning, implementation, culture, social welfare
and international relations. Each chapter introduces a sector and the way the center and various local governments have shared or divided power over the diﬀerent periods of
China¿s reform era. The balance of power is gauged dynamically over time to measure the extent to which one level of government dominates, inﬂuences or shares power in making
decisions in each of these particular domains, as well as what is likely to occur in the foreseeable future. The authors assess the winners and losers of these changes among key
actors in China¿s society. The result provides a dynamic view of China¿s changing power relations.

Relationship between the Central Government and Local Governments of
Contemporary China
Springer This book examines the connection between central-local government relations and the transition of contemporary China, the urbanization process and social development.
Based on empirical investigations and theoretical research, it argues that this is the key to understanding the transition of central-local government relations from the overall ﬁscal
rationing system in the 1980s and the tax distribution system in the 1990s. The former system provided the incentive for local government to “set up a number of enterprises” and
resulted in rapid local industrialization, while the latter system enabled the local governments to move from “operating the enterprises” to “operating the land and cities”. The
book analyzes two aspects of the profound impact of the change in central-local government relations on the behavior of local governments: land quota acquisition and
urbanization, thus providing valuable insights into the economic and social development of contemporary China.
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The Palgrave Handbook of Local Governance in Contemporary China
Springer This Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of local governance in China, and oﬀers original analysis of key factors underpinning trends in this ﬁeld drawing on the
expertise of scholars both inside and outside China. It explores and analyzes the dynamic interaction and collaboration among multiple governmental and non-governmental actors
and social sectors with an interest in the conduct of public aﬀairs to address horizontal challenges faced by the local government, society, economy, and civil community and
considers key issues such as governance in urban and rural areas, the impact of technology on governance and related issues of education, healthcare, environment and energy. As
the result of a global and interdisciplinary collaboration of leading experts, this Handbook oﬀers a cutting-edge insight into the characteristics, challenges and trends of local
governance and emphasizes the promotion of good governance and democratic development in China.

Contemporary China
A History since 1978
John Wiley & Sons Using new research and considering a multidisciplinary set oﬀactors, Contemporary China oﬀers a comprehensiveexploration of the making of contemporary
China. Provides a unique perspective on China, incorporating newlypublished materials from within and outside China, in English andChinese. Discusses both the societal and
economic aspects ofChina’s development, and how these factors have aﬀectedChinese elite politics Includes coverage of recent political scandals such as thedismissal of Bo Xilai
and the intrigue surrounding the 18thNational Congress elections in late 2012 Discusses the reasons for—and ramiﬁcations of—thegap that exists between western perceptions of
China and Chinaitself

Relationship between the Central Government and Local Governments of
Contemporary China
Springer This book examines the connection between central-local government relations and the transition of contemporary China, the urbanization process and social development.
Based on empirical investigations and theoretical research, it argues that this is the key to understanding the transition of central-local government relations from the overall ﬁscal
rationing system in the 1980s and the tax distribution system in the 1990s. The former system provided the incentive for local government to “set up a number of enterprises” and
resulted in rapid local industrialization, while the latter system enabled the local governments to move from “operating the enterprises” to “operating the land and cities”. The
book analyzes two aspects of the profound impact of the change in central-local government relations on the behavior of local governments: land quota acquisition and
urbanization, thus providing valuable insights into the economic and social development of contemporary China.

Changing State-Society Relations in Contemporary China
World Scientiﬁc This book attempts to provide an overview of social and political changes in Chinese society since the global ﬁnancial crisis. Rapid economic development has
restructured the setup of society and empowered or weakened certain social players. The chapters in this book provide an updated account of a wide range of social changes,
including the rise of the middle class and private entrepreneurs, the declining social status of the working class, as well as the resurgence of non-governmental organisations and
the growing political mobilisation on the internet. The authors also examine the implications of those changes for state-society relations, governance, democratic prospects, and
potentially for the stability of the current political regime.
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Local Governance Innovation in China
Experimentation, Diﬀusion, and Deﬁance
Routledge Despite a centralized formal structure, Chinese politics and policy-making have long been marked by substantial degrees of regional and local variation and
experimentation. These trends have, if anything, intensiﬁed as China’s reform matures. Though often remarked upon, the politicsof policy formation, diﬀusion, and implementation
at the subnational level have not previously been comprehensively described, let alone satisfactorily explained. Based on extensive ﬁeldwork, this book explores how policies diﬀuse
across China today, the mechanisms through which local governments actually arrive at speciﬁc solutions, and the implications for China’s political development and stability in the
years ahead. The chapters examine how local-level institutions solve governance challenges, such as rural development, enterprise reform, and social service provision. Focusing on
diverse policy areas that include land use, state-owned enterprise reform, and house churches, the contributors all address the same overarching question: how do local
policymakers innovate in each issue area to address a governance challenges and how, if at all, do these innovations diﬀuse into national politics. As a study of local governance in
China today, this book will appeal to both students and scholars of Chinese politics, comparative politics, governance and development studies, and also to policy-makers interested
in authoritarianism and governance.

States, Intergovernmental Relations, and Market Development
Comparing Capitalist Growth in Contemporary China and 19th Century United States
Springer This book is a theoretical and empirical analysis of institutional foundation of long-term economic growth from the perspective of state-market and central-local relations.
The book argues that, in order to safeguard sustainable market development, it is necessary to centralize certain functions of the state to overcome local predatory governmental
rulings, and to decentralize others to increase local governmental market incentives, simultaneously. This institutional approach is conceptualized as “Dual Intergovernmental
Transformation for Market Development” (DITMD). This book develops the DITMD model through an in-depth empirical comparison on contemporary China and the 19th-century
United States.

Taxation Without Representation in Contemporary Rural China
Cambridge University Press This book provides the ﬁrst, in-depth English study of the tax burden problems farmers face in China.

Forces for Change in Contemporary China
Univ of South Carolina Press

Contemporary Chinese Politics
New Sources, Methods, and Field Strategies
Cambridge University Press Contemporary Chinese Politics: Sources, Methods, and Field Strategies considers how new and diverse sources and methods are changing the study of
Chinese politics. Contributors spanning three generations in China studies place their distinct qualitative and quantitative methodological approaches in the framework of the
discipline and point to challenges or opportunities (or both) of adapting new sources and methods to the study of contemporary China. How can we more eﬀectively use new sources
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and methods of data collection? How can we better integrate the study of Chinese politics into the discipline of political science, to the betterment of both? This comprehensive
methodological survey will be of immense interest to graduate students heading into the ﬁeld for the ﬁrst time and experienced scholars looking to keep abreast of the state of the
art in the study of Chinese politics.

Contemporary China in the Post-Cold War Era
Univ of South Carolina Press Consists of 17 papers delivered at the 23rd Sino-American Conference on Contemporary China held in Taipei in June, 1994. Contributors from the ﬁelds
of economics, political science, international relations, sociology, and Asian studies analyze recent changes in politics, economics, foreign relation

The Constitutional Identity of Contemporary China
The Unitary System and Its Internal Logic
BRILL In The Constitutional Identity of Contemporary China: The Unitary System and Its Internal Logic, Han Zhai an account of constitutional identity merging with China’s
constitutional history and her constitutional complex from a comparative perspective.

State and Market in Contemporary China
Toward the 13th Five-Year Plan
Rowman & Littleﬁeld The short essays in this volume, contributed by leading experts on Chinese economic policy, provide crisp and insightful analyses of the Chinese state's
approach toward markets, the role of key actors and institutions, the evolving nature of industrial policy and the eﬀectiveness of China’s international commitments to constrain
such practices, and a preview of the likely contents and signiﬁcance of China’s 13th Five-Year Plan.

The Modernization of China’s State Governance
Springer This book elaborates on how China’s previous leaders established, consolidated, developed and improved China’s basic modern governance system. It also explores and
discusses how to correctly, objectively and scientiﬁcally perceive, evaluate and promote the modernization of China’s state governance and its capacity. Using detailed and accurate
data and extensive background information, this book analyzes the changing history and future perspectives of the relationship between China’s government and the market, stateowned economy and private economy. Covering an extensive timespan, this comprehensive book includes contributions from Chinese scholars specialized in contemporary China
studies discussing the major breakthroughs and decision-making consultations in Chinese development strategies. It also oﬀers insights into the research mechanism and
development levels of Chinese think tanks based at research institutes. Last but not least, it sheds light on the democratic advances in the Chinese decision-making process.

Handbook of China’s Governance and Domestic Politics
Routledge This Handbook provides an in-depth overview of how China is governed, how its domestic political system functions and the critical issues that it currently faces.
Governed by the world’s largest political party in the world’s longest-ruling Communist regime, China is undergoing a transitional period of rapid economic and social development.
How this period is managed will have signiﬁcant implications for the Chinese state and its population concerning China’s governance structures and economy, as well as the
country’s justice, public health, education and internal/external security concerns. This transition to a modern state is not without its challenges – particularly in terms of how the
Chinese state deals with diverse issues such as social inequality, corruption, separatism, increasing individualism and political reform. China’s governance and domestic politics also
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have possible major global consequences, especially in the context of China's continued rise within the international system. This Handbook will improve understandings of the core
national dynamics of this rise and, as levels of international interdependence with China increase, can oﬀer vital insights concerning China's domestic attributes. Gaining a better
knowledge of China's internal workings can also help better appreciate the multiple and varied problems that China’s leaders will face in the coming decades. Critically, many of the
core internal issues facing China also have potential external repercussions, principally in terms of rising social unrest, nationalism, environmental degradation, resource shortages
and attitudes towards globalization. This book aims to cover these issues and will help readers to fully comprehend China’s ongoing contemporary global signiﬁcance.

Rural Politics in Contemporary China
Routledge This collection provides an overview of China’s rural politics, bringing scholarship on agrarian politics from various social science disciplines together in one place. The
twelve contributions, spanning history, anthropology, sociology, environmental studies, political science, and geography, address enduring questions in peasant studies, including
the relationship between states and peasants, taxation, social movements, rural-urban linkages, land rights and struggles, gender relations, and environmental politics. Taking rural
politics as the power-inﬂected processes and struggles that shape access and control over resources in the countryside, as well as the values, ideologies and discourses that shape
those processes, the volume brings research on China into conversation with the traditions and concerns of peasant studies scholarship. It provides both an introduction to those
unfamiliar with Chinese politics, as well as in-depth, new research for experts in the ﬁeld. This book was published as a special issue of the Journal of Peasant Studies.

The New Cambridge Handbook of Contemporary China
Cambridge University Press Completely revised and updated, the New Cambridge Handbook of Contemporary China is an indispensable and manageable guide to the world's most
populous nation. Emphasising the period from the 1990s, the book covers and includes the following subjects: a chronology detailing events since 1949; politics and law;
biographies of eminent individuals; an annotated bibliography of books, journals and websites relevant to China in the 1990s and beyond; foreign relations, especially with the
United States and Russia; the economy, including China's main economic reform programs and objectives; education; population and a gazetteer. With an excellent selection of
ﬁgures, diagrams and maps, this book will be the standard reference to contemporary China for students, teachers, journalists, travelers, academic and government researchers,
business people, policy-makers and general readers.

State, Market and Life Chances in Contemporary Rural Chinese Society
Evidence from Guangdong
Springer This study focuses on the eﬀects of market reform on the life chances of rural people in China. Based on comparative ethnographical evidence from three townships of rural
Guangdong province, this book provides a more recent and detailed story about the social inequality in rural China, a further explanation for the institutional analysis on the social
stratiﬁcation of China, a new typology of the developmental results and the changing roles of political elite of rural china.

China’s Political System
Springer Nature This book includes collective research by the Institute of Political Science of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, which is an important research institution of
political science and a think-tank in China. The book was completed by the expert team of "China's Political System" headed by Director Fang Ning for several years and after several
changes in their manuscripts. This book covers the core political systems of China, such as the leadership system of the Communist Party of China, the decision-making system of
the Party and government in Chinese politics, the system of the people's congress, the relationship between the central and local authorities, the system of oﬃcials training and
selection, the system of discipline inspection and supervision, the system of consultative democracy and the system of community-level self-governance, etc. This book aims to build
a new paradigm of empirical research and introduction of the contemporary Chinese political system by using the description and research method of materialization and dynamics
of the political system.
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Economic Openness and Territorial Politics in China
Cambridge University Press Why and how has the Chinese central government so far managed to fend oﬀ the centrifugal forces under rising globalization that are predicted to
undermine national-level political authority everywhere? When institutionally empowered by centralized governing political parties as in China, national politicians confronting the
menace of economic openness will resort to exercising tighter political control over the subnational governments of the 'winner' regions in the global markets. Although its goal is to
facilitate revenue extraction, redress domestic economic disparity, and prolong the rule of national leaders, regionally targeted central political control could engender mixed
economic consequences. Sheng examines the political response of the Chinese central government, via the ruling Chinese Communist Party, to the territorial challenges of the
country's embrace of the world markets, and the impact of the regionally selective exercise of political control on central ﬁscal extraction and provincial economic growth during the
1978–2005 period.

Contemporary Chinese Political Thought
Debates and Perspectives
University Press of Kentucky Westerners seem united in the belief that China has emerged as a major economic power and that this success will most likely continue indeﬁnitely. But
they are less certain about the future of China's political system. China's steps toward free market capitalism have led many outsiders to expect increased democratization and a
more Western political system. The Chinese, however, have developed their own version of capitalism. Westerners view Chinese politics through the lens of their own ideologies,
preventing them from understanding Chinese goals and policies. In Contemporary Chinese Political Thought: Debates and Perspectives, Fred Dallmayr and Zhao Tingyang bring
together leading Chinese intellectuals to debate the main political ideas shaping the rapidly changing nation. Investigating such topics as the popular "China Model", the resurgence
of Chinese Confucianism and its applications to the modern world, and liberal socialism, the contributors move beyond usual analytical frameworks toward what Dallmayr and Zhao
call "a dismantling of ideological straitjackets." Comprising a broad range of opinions and perspectives, Contemporary Chinese Political Thought is the most up-to-date examination
in English of modern Chinese political attitudes and discourse. Features contributions from Ji Wenshun, Zhou Lian, Zhao Tingyang, Zhang Feng, Liu Shuxian, Chen Ming, He Baogang,
Ni Peimin, Ci Jiwei, Cui Zhiyuan, Frank Fang, Wang Shaoguang, and Cheng Guangyun.

China Deconstructs
Politics, Trade and Regionalism
Routledge First published in 1994. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Restructuring the Chinese City
Changing Society, Economy and Space
Routledge A sea of change has occurred in China since the 1978 economic reforms. Bringing together the work of leading scholars specializing in urban China, this book examines
what has happened to the Chinese city undergoing multiple transformations during the reform era, with an emphasis on new processes of urban formation and the consequent
reconstituted urban spaces. With arguments against the convergence thesis that sees cities everywhere becoming more Western in form and suggestions that the Chinese city is
best seen as a multiplex city, Restructuring the Chinese City is an indispensable text for Chinese specialists, urban scholars and advanced students in urban geography, urban
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planning and China studies.

Regime Legitimacy in Contemporary China
Institutional Change and Stability
Routledge Using in-depth case studies of a wide-range of political, social and economic reforms in contemporary China this volume sheds light on the signiﬁcance and consequences
of institutional change for stability of the political system in China. The contributors examine how reforms shape and change Communist rule and Chinese society, and to what
extent they may engender new legitimacy for the CCP regime and argue that authoritarian regimes like the PRC can successfully generate stability in the same way as democracies.
Topics addressed include: ideological reform, rural tax- for-fees reforms, elections in villages and urban neighbourhood communities, property rights in rural industries, endogenous
political constraints of transition, internalising capital markets, the media market in transition, the current social security system, the labour market environmental policy reforms to
anti-poverty policies and NGOs. Exploring the possibility of legitimate one-party rule in China, this book is a stimulating and informative read for students and scholars interested in
political science and Chinese politics

Elite Politics in Contemporary China
Routledge A discussion of elite politics in contemporary China. While a great deal of the text is descriptive, much of the emphasis is on drawing out and abstracting the political
dynamic at work.

Contemporary China
The Dynamics of Change at the Start of the New Millennium
Routledge With a large and growing economy and a leadership dedicated both to domestic reform and the further integration into international society and the world economy,
China is facing and posing important challenges at the local, national, regional and wider international level. This book analyses the developmental trajectories of China up to and
into the new millennium. Focusing on the substance and underlying forces of change, it considers issues and developments in monetary policy, foreign exchange policy, the trade
regime, state-owned enterprise reform, regional economic development as well as social changes, particularly those related to social welfare reform and the Internet. The book also
covers economic and political developments in 'Greater China', particularly the prospects of reuniﬁcation after Taiwan's presidential elections, and analyses the core issues and
challenges in China's contemporary relations with the USA, Japan, South-East Asia and Europe.

Grassroots Political Reform in Contemporary China
Harvard University Press Observers often note the glaring contrast between China's economic progress and its stalled political reforms. This volume, written by experienced
scholars, explores a range of grassroots eﬀorts--initiated by the state and society alike--to restrain corrupt behavior and enhance the accountability of local authorities. While the
authors oﬀer varying views on the larger signiﬁcance of these developments, their case studies point to a more dynamic Chinese political system than is often acknowledged.

Handbook of the Politics of China
Edward Elgar Publishing The Handbook of the Politics of China is a comprehensive resource introducing readers to the very latest in research on Chinese politics. David Goodman
provides an introduction to the key structures and issues, providing the foundations on which later learning can be built. Including a comprehensive bibliography, it is an ideal
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reference work for undergraduate and postgraduate students and academics. The Handbook contains four sections of new and original research, dealing with leadership and
institutions, public policy, political economy and social change, and international relations. Each of the 26 chapters has been written by a leading internationally-established
authority in the ﬁeld and each reviews the literature on the topic, and presents the latest ﬁndings of research. Presenting the state of the art of the ﬁeld, this reader-oriented
Handbook is an essential primer for the study of China’s politics.

Social Change in Contemporary China
C.K. Yang and the Concept of Institutional Diﬀusion
University of Pittsburgh Press Social Change in Contemporary China oﬀers a wide-ranging examination of Chinese institutional change in areas of education, religion, health care,
economics, labor, family, and local communities in the post-Mao era. Based on the pioneering work of sociologist C. K. Yang (1911–1999), and his institutional diﬀusion theory, the
essays analyze and develop the theory as it applies to both public and private institutions. The interrelationship of these institutions composes what Yang termed the Chinese
“system,” and aﬀects nearly every aspect of life. Yang examined the inﬂuence of external factors on each institution, such as the inﬂuence of Westernization and Communism on
family, and the impact of industrialization on rural markets. He also analyzed the impact of public opinion and past culture on institutions, therein revealing the circular nature of
diﬀusion. Perhaps most signiﬁcant are Yang's insights on the role of religion in Chinese society. Despite the common perception that China had no religion, he uncovers the
inﬂuence of classical Confucianism as the basis for many ethical value systems, and follows its diﬀusion into state and kinship systems, as well as Taoism and Buddhism. Writing in
the early years of Communism, Yang had little hard data with which to test his theories. The contributors to this volume expand upon Yang's groundbreaking approach and apply the
model of diﬀusion to a rapidly evolving contemporary China, providing a window into an increasingly modern Chinese society and its institutions.

Contemporary International Law and China’s Peaceful Development
Springer Nature This book discusses selected frontier and hot theoretical and practical issues of international law in the 21st century and in the process of China's peaceful
development strategy, such as interactions between harmonious world, international law and China s peaceful development; close connections of China rule of law with international
rule of law; issues of international law resulted from the war of Former Yugoslavia, establishment of ICC, DPRK nuclear test, Iraq War, Independence of Crimea; features of WTO rule
of law and its challenges as well as legal and practical disputes between China and other members in the WTO; recent tendency of regional trade agreements and characteristics of
Chinese practices in this aspect; legal issues in relations between China and the European Union with a view of the framework of China–EU Comprehensive Strategic Partnership.

Social Protest in Contemporary China, 2003-2010
Transitional Pains and Regime Legitimacy
Routledge China's economic transformation has brought with it much social dislocation, which in turn has led to much social protest. This book presents a comprehensive analysis of
the large-scale mass incidents which have taken place in the last decade. The book analyses these incidents systematically, discussing their nature, causes and outcomes. It shows
the wide range of protests – tax riots, land and labour disputes, disputes within companies, including private and foreign companies, environmental protests and ethnic clashes –
and shows how the nature of protests has changed over time. The book argues that the protests have been prompted by the socioeconomic transformations of the last decade,
which have dislocated many individuals and groups, whilst also giving society increased autonomy and social freedom, enabling many people to become more vocal and active in
their confrontations with the state. It suggests that many protests are related to corruption, that is failures by oﬃcials to adhere to the high standards which should be expected
from benevolent government; it demonstrates how the Chinese state, far from being rigid, bureaucratic and authoritarian, is often sensitive and ﬂexible in its response to protest,
frequently addressing grievances and learning from its own mistakes; and it shows how the multilevel responsibility structure of the Chinese regime has enabled the central
government to absorb the shock waves of social protest and continue to enjoy legitimacy.
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Policy Metamorphosis in China
A Case Study of Minban Education in Shanghai
Lexington Books This book delineates the history of minban/private education in mainland China, particularly its current form. It studies the process of policy implementation in the
domain of minban education, on the basis of which the Chinese central-local relationships and the contemporary model of state governance are analyzed.

Routledge Handbook of Regionalism & Federalism
Routledge Almost all states are either federal or regionalized in some sense. It is diﬃcult to ﬁnd a state that is entirely unitary and the Routledge Handbook of Regionalism and
Federalism necessarily takes in almost the entire world. Both federalism and regionalism have been subjects of a vast academic literature mainly from political science but
sometimes also from history, economics, and geography. This cutting edge examination seeks to evaluate the two types of state organization from the perspective of political
science producing a work that is analytical rather than simply descriptive. The Handbook presents some of the latest theoretical reﬂections on regionalism and federalism and then
moves on to discuss cases of both regionalism and federalism in key countries chosen from the world’s macro-regions. Assembling this wide range of case studies allows the book to
present a general picture of current trends in territorial governance. The ﬁnal chapters then examine failed federations such as Czechoslovakia and examples of transnational
regionalism - the EU, NAFTA and the African Union. Covering evolving forms of federalism and regionalism in all parts of the world and featuring a comprehensive range of case
studies by leading international scholars this work will be an essential reference source for all students and scholars of international politics, comparative politics and international
relations.

Constitutional Change in the Contemporary Socialist World
After the collapse of the Soviet bloc, there are only ﬁve socialist or communist countries left in the world - China, Cuba, Laos, North Korea, and Vietnam - which constitute about
one-quarter of the world's population. Yet, there is little scholarship on their constitutions. These countrieshave seen varying socioeconomic changes in the decades since 1991,
which have led in turn to constitutional changes. This book will investigate, from a comparative and interdisciplinary perspective, how and why the constitutional systems in these
ﬁve countries have changed in the last threedecades.The book then breaks the constitutional changes down into four questions: what are the substantive contents of constitutional
change, what are the functions, what are the mechanisms, and what are the driving forces? These questions form a framework to process the changes the ﬁve countries have
gonethrough, such as making new constitutions, amending current ones, introducing more rights, allowing citizens to engage in changes, enacting legislation, and deﬁning the
constitutional authority of the three state branches and their relationship with the Communist Party. While all ﬁve countrieshave adapted their constitutional systems, the degree,
mechanisms, and inﬂuential factors are not identical and present considerable variations. This book examines and explores these diﬀerences and how they developed.Constitutional
Change in the Contemporary Socialist World oﬀers a comprehensive and holistic view of an understudied and overlooked area of constitutional law, essential for anyone studying or
working in law, politics, or policy.

Networked Public
Social Media and Social Change in Contemporary China
Springer This book coins the term “Networked Public” to describe the active social actors in new media ecology. The author argues that, in today’s network society, Networked
Public Communication is diﬀerent than, yet has similarities with, mass communication and interpersonal communication. As such it is the emergent paradigm for research. The book
reviews the historical, technological and social context for the rising of Networked Public, analyzes its constituents and characteristics, and discusses the categories and features of
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social media in China. By analyzing abundant cases from recent years, the book provides answers to the key questions at micro, meso and macro-levels, including how information
ﬂows under regulation in the process of Networked Public Communication; what its features and models are; what collective action strategies and“resistance culture”have been
developed as a result of Internet regulate; the nature of power games among Networked Public, mass media, political forces and capital, and the links with the development of
Chinese civil society.

Governing Society in Contemporary China
World Scientiﬁc This book examines how the Chinese state responds to the increasingly diverse civil society and maintains regime stability in a changing society. In recent years, the
Chinese leadership has demonstrated great capability of adapting and developing sophisticated mechanisms of social control. The chapters in this book cover a wide range of these
mechanisms, including co-opting social forces, managing population and migration, as well as controlling the media, trade unions, the internet, non-governmental organisations,
and the cultural industries. The authors also discuss challenges the government is about to face and possible adjustments.

Local Government and Politics in China
Challenges from below
Routledge After over a decade of administrative and economic reform in mainland China, the center has become increasingly remote and less important for many localities. In many
ways, the mobilization capacity of the central government has been weakened. Central government policies are often ignored and local oﬃcials are often more interested in
personal projects than in centrally directed economic plans. In this study of local government and politics in China, the author explores when and why local government oﬃcials
comply with policy directives from above. Drawing on interviews with government oﬃcials in various municipalities and a review of county records and other government
documents, he provides the ﬁrst in-depth look at policy implementation at the county and township levels in the PRC. The book examines the impact of the Chinese cadre system on
the behavior of local oﬃcials, local party and government structure, relationships among various levels of Chinese local government, policy supervision mechanisms at local levels,
village governance of China, and more.

A Study of the Stability of Contemporary Rural Chinese Society
Springer Science & Business Media This book is the last work of the author’s trilogy on Chinese rural politics. In the background of prominent social conﬂicts since the 1990s during
China’s social transformation, the author conducted in-depth comparative analyses of several conﬂicts to understand the changes in goals, driving forces, and operating systems in
the Chinese rural group contentions. His analyses also focused the changes in techniques and strategies of the governments’ stability maintenance, as well as the complicated social
and political consequences brought by these changes. This book applies a very unique perspective – “vigor” in the Chinese culture – to understand contemporary rural contentious
politics, in an attempt to overcome the problem brought by sense and sensibility and the confrontation between power and morality in the current contentious politics studies. And
such a perspective successfully avoids the opposition between the transplanting school and rural school, which pushes forward the frontier of research on contentious political
theories and rural societies.
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